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Abstract- In this article, author mainly addressed on the impact problem between hail and glass in photovoltaic(PV) panel, and 

solved several issues by finite element analysis,  firstly, based on historical experiments and simulations, author demonstrated 

the applied criteria about numerical hails and glass constitutive models, identified that “EPF” and “Epoxy with stochastic 

variances(SV)” constitutive models can be the candidates of the research objects respectively, then author applied the ‘SHP’ 

(Smooth Particles Hydrodynamics) method on ‘LS-Dyna’ and performed several impact simulations to assess their mechanic 

behaviours, meanwhile, compared simulation values with previous experiments [1], these study indexes include kinetic energy, 

shear stress and deformation, etc. Finally, author established the dependencies charts of glass deformations with stochastic 

variances and hail falling speeds, proposed series conclusions about the glass damage prediction from SV parameters, these 

conclusions can be references for failure predictions of PV panels. The novelty of this article is that author imported the 

stochastic variances parameters in glass model, expressed the guidelines and the conditions for adopting the hail and glass 

mathematical models for numerical study. This article can benefit the research in destructive failure and material failure 

morphonology, especially in solar power industry, car industry, etc. 

Keywords Glass, Hail, LS-Dyna, Smooth Particles Hydrodynamics (SPH), Stochastic Variance. 

 

1. Introduction 

The scenarios that impact among hailstones and glass 

are very common phenomenon in nature and human society, 

the probability of severe climate (Hailstones) shows obvious 

increasing in the foreseeable future [1, 3]. Hailstones which 

are considered as the derivative compositions from ice and 

other natural solid mixtures (the ice material forms the 

outline of hailstones), are widely found in most parts of the 

Earth, their impact energy could be magnificent, usually 

proportional to their mass and falling speed. Especially, their 

impact on industry products and equipment in the openair 

usually caused unpredictable and uncountable loss, such as 

the crack damage on safe glass which equipped on cars, the 

destructive collisions on the photovoltaics (PV) panels in 

solar power stations. (Figure.1(a), (b)) 

The problem that how to simulate the mechanic 

behaviours between hail and glass jumped out the paper and 

missioned researcher to explore their characteristics. As 

development of Finite Element Analysis (FEA), it is possible 

to simulate mechanical behaviours easily, researchers can 

predict the subsequent behaviours from the simulation and 

water down the loss for human society. 

      

Fig. 1(a).The multiple impacts on in serving aircraft [1] 

      

Fig. 1(b). Hailstorm collapsed and affected PV Module [2] 
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In this article, the findings of the proper constitutive 

models of Hailstone and Glass are the priority issues, from 

perspective of hail material, surveys such as that conducted 

by previous researchers have shown that, in static state or 

quasi-static, hailstone can be simulated by ‘Mohr-Coulomb’ 

Model and ‘User-define(Exponent) model’ [4, 5][, however, 

because of the special mechanic properties of ice material, 

their failure criteria and morphology will experience ‘ductile’ 

to ‘brittle’ transition under the compression with high strain 

ratio[6, 7]. when hailstones run in high speed, the models 

with kinetic property can be the best option, these models 

including ‘Elastic-Plastic Failure’ model (EPF), ‘Elastic-

Plastic Hydro’ model (EPH) [8, 9], etc. Regarding ‘Glass’ 

model, Glass materials can be made of various chemical 

compositions and fabricated by different processes, which 

affect their mechanical, electrical, chemical, optical, and 

thermal properties[10], most researchers are inclined to use 

common glass model(soda lime) to perform simulation, 

despite that, there are preferable models for deeper study in 

LS-Dyna material library, such as piecewise linear plastic 

model(*Mat_280), piecewise linear plastic with stochastic 

model(*Mat_24), composite-damage model (*Mat_22)[11], 

and epoxy model. After chewing the relevant academic 

paper, most of these glass models only experienced rigid 

body impact without any stochastic factors, and no records of 

contact with hailstones been found yet, thus it is valuable to 

deploy some improvement on both constitutive models. 

2. Constitutive Models and Methodology 

During the simulation procedure, in terms of hail 

models, the EPH model needs equation of state (EOS) during 

the process of ice collapse, however, these parameters are not 

available all over time, to enhance the generic approach in 

civil and industry applications, author locked the ‘Elastic-

Plastic Failure’ model (EPF) as the hail constitutive model. 

As for the glass models, despite that several constitutive 

models mentioned above, which can be applied in the impact 

scenario as well, according to the renewable industry trends 

and demands, for glass samples, author focus on the Glass 

(Epoxy +SV) type. The impact algorithm and simulation 

process followed the ‘Smooth Particles Hydrodynamics’ 

(SPH) theory. Their mechanic constitutive properties will be 

demonstrated below: 

2.1. Elastic-Plastic Failure Model (Hail by Epf Model) 

Hail projectiles are typical condensed ice solid, the 

mechanic properties shown elastic and plastic characteristics 

when the impact speed changed, which can be identified by 

intensity of strain ratio as well. For high-speed impact 

scenario, to strengthen the model compatibility, the 

“plasticity with simple plastic strain failure” could be the 

mandatory property for hail projectile models. Reviewing 

similar material in ANSYS library, it is expected to apply 

*Mat_13 Elastic-Plastic-Failure (EPF) to simulate the hail 

projectiles, the parametric details can refer Table.1. 

 

2.2. Glass with Stochastic Failure Control (epoxy+sv) 

In most recent studies, the glass material has been 

simulated by several constitutive models which mentioned 

above, however, no stochastics variance (SV) applications 

have been found in Glass (Epoxy) model by far, as their 

fractures followed the random factors control, hence, it is 

worth to deploy the glass impact with failure stochastic 

variances during the impact process. From the statistic 

methodology, the probability of nature disaster occurrence 

follows the “gamma” distribution, to be more precisely, Mott 

distribution[12], which is one of the gamma distributions, 

can describe most stochastic phenomenon, and could be 

expressed in Eq. (1) as well: 

                               (1) 

Where: P is the probability of fracture, ε is the strain, C and γ 

are the material constants. 

2.3. SPH Method 

Smooth Particles Hydrodynamics (SPH), which is 

wildly used and known for its ability to simulate a natural 

flow of material without mesh distortion problems based on 

the Finite Element Method (FEM), is the most suitable 

method to simulate the hail impact and its discretion forms. 

The earliest application can be found earlier 1990’ years[13] 

in solid mechanic and aerospace debris collapse simulations, 

as the development of computer science, this standard 

method was updated and improved by new algorithms and 

the consequent derivative versions are still affect the present 

works, such as adaptive SPH[14], MLSPH[15], Gamma 

SPH[16], δ-SPH[17], Corrective SPH (CSPH)[18]et al., no 

matter what kind of practical scenarios applied, most of them 

follow the same basic theory which list below: 

In SPH method, the quantities of particle i can be 

approximated by the direct summation of the relevant 

quantities of its closed particles j.  

The continuity Eq. (2) can be approximated as follows: 

                                   (2) 

Where  and  are the density and mass of particle  with 

velocity component  and  are the density and mass of 

particles j which has velocity component . Obvious that 

SPH formulars expressed by partial differential equations 

governing the particles states.  

From the initial state (before impact, state 1), the kinetic 

values from hail projectiles can be expressed in Eq. (3) and 

Eq. (4) below: 
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                                             (3) 

Consequence state (when impact on glass, state 2): 

  (4) 

From the law of energy conservation demonstration, another 

energy form can be expressed in Eq. (5): 

                                                (5) 

 

Where  is the non-conservative work which occurs 

during the state 1 to state 2, which can be considered as the 

energy dissipating which cannot measurement accurately but 

read by bundled energy package. As per Kim and Kedward 

s’ observation results [10], when impact kinetic energy 

beyond the threshold values, the surface glass will be 

pierced, the relevant simulation values will be list in the 

consequent Figurers.   

From the demonstration above, the full set of parametric 

values of each constitutive model and Photovoltaic panel can 

be written in Table.1(a) (b), below: 

Table 1(a). Parametric of each constitutive model 

Hail (EPF) Value Unit Glass (Epoxy) Value Unit 

Density 846 Kg/m3 Density 1506 Kg/m3 

Elastic Shear 

Modulus 
3.46 Gpa Young’s Modulus X 71.7 Gpa 

Yield strength 10.3 Mpa Young’s Modulus Y 69.5 Mpa 

Hardening Modulus 6.89 Gpa Young’s Modulus Z 68.9 Gpa 

Bulk Modulus 8.99 Gpa Poisson Ratio XY 0.038   

Plastic Failure Strain 0.35 % Poisson Ratio YZ 0.03   

Tensile failure 

pressure 
-4 Mpa Poisson Ratio XZ 0.029   

 

Table 1(b). Parametric of Photovoltaic panel 

 

Items Density Unit Young’s Modulus Unit Poisson Ratio  

Encapsulant 1030 (Kg/m3) 0.067 GPa 0.33 

Silicon (solar cell) 2330 (Kg/m3) 130 GPa 0.24 

Back Sheet 1100 (Kg/m3) 2.3 GPa 0.41 

 

3. Numerical Simulations and Results Analysis  

The impact scenarios can be described following: the hail 

projectile falling on the glass panel (Impact Core area with 

radius R=0.3m) with different impact speeds and stochastic 

variance [0.1~0.9], for instance, in the 1st group, given 

SV=0.1 functioned on glass model, deploying the numerical 

simulation of the hail projectile impact on glass with speed 

from 40m/s to 100m/s. For the 2nd group test, given SV=0.2 

,functioned on glass model, the hail impact on panel 

following the same operations as the first group, other groups 

followed the same procedure as 1st and 2nd group, till 

SV=0.9. Nine simulation results data sets can be acquired 

from whole process repeatedly, these simulation results data 

consist, kinetic energy, equivalent stresses, and 

deformations, etc. 

 

 

3.1 Numerical Simulations: 

Following the renewable industry standard, the glass 

dimension equipped on PV panels, usually adopted the 

dimension of 2000mm×1000mm× (3.5~4.2) mm with length, 

breadth, and thickness respectively. The panel formed by 

several layers materials which protect the inner electricity 

generate units (crystalline silicon), such as encapsulant and 

back sheet, etc. Hail projectiles dimensions can refer 

previous statistic data, the max diameters are no more than 

50mm, the generic panel sectional view can be depicted in 

Figure.2 below: 

3.2. Results Integrating and Analysis  

3.2.1 Kinetic Energy Analysis 

To verify the simulation results, it is compulsory to 

compare relevant results between simulation and theoretical 

calculation, it is easy to calculate the kinetic energy of hail 
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projectile impact on panel at the very contact moment, refer 

Eq. (3), based on simulation results, we can establish the 

chart above in Figure.3: 

From Figure.3, on the one hand, it is obvious that there 

are negligible disparities between simulation values and 

theoretical values, on the other hand, the max kinetic energy 

from hail projectile is 291(J), from Kim and Kedward’s 

experiments results (Table.4) [10], the exert kinetic energy 

for breaking panel should larger than 95(J), V=73m/s. The 

vertical blue dash line defined the glass failure border, if 

over these values, the hail projectile could break through the 

glass at the very contact moment, the 

Figure.6(a)~Figure.6(c) also reflect this view. Furthermore, 

the numerical models are stable and robust at the initial 

impact moment. 

Collecting the simulation results, it is easily to capture the 

failure morphology of glass splashed toward different 

directions with random fragments, these were affected by 

different stochastic variances (SV=0.1,0.5,0.9) as well, the 

glass core area impact simulation details can refer the 

Figure.4(a)~4(e). 

Form the Figure.4(a)~4(d), when impact speed at V=100m/s, 

it is easily to find the panel surface glass already crashed by 

hail projectile, due to the stochastic variances participations, 

glass crack trends and directions showing irregular, 

extracting initial breakthrough time t =0.42ms to the last 

cracking checkpoint at t=2.94ms, when SV=0.1, the break 

area diffused from hail contact centre to  adjacent area 

around, when SV=0.5, the break area and fragments 

appeared more  discretely than SV=0.1, especially, more 

breakthrough lines showing in the impact centre and core 

area edge, when SV=0.9, the degree of discretization of 

break area  perform the same trend like SV=0.5, but larger 

area around impact centre, the core edge showed more 

 

Fig. 3. Hail impact kinetic energy  

 

Fig. 4(a). glass performances after impact when t=4.2E-4s 

 

Fig. 4(b). glass performances after impact when t=1.05E-3s 

 

Fig. 4(c). glass performances after impact when t=2.07E-3s 

 

Fig. 4(d). glass performances after impact when t =2.94E-3s 

 

Fig. 2. Scenario of hail impact on PV panel core area & 

Structure depiction of PV Panel 
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fragments and crack lines than others. It is notable that the 

fragments dimensions of failure criteria are also controlled 

by mesh methods which are based on explicit solutions. 

From Figure4(e), the hail projectile cracked and splashed 

from integrate solid into collapse particles, which are shown 

from “A” to “D”, the cracking forms and splashing trends 

performed irregular from the impact centre to adjacent area. 

In terms of glass blast, the failure forms reflected the actual 

cracking styles and splashing directions, fit the scenarios 

(Figure.1(b)). 

In this article, author mainly focus on hail and glass 

impact, other material embedded in the PV panel will be 

described slightly from the simulation results, as under the 

condition that when the impact speed reached 100m/s, it is 

firmly that the PV panels are already destructed by the large 

deformations transferred from surface to the core parts 

(Silicon electricity generator), the crystalline silicon 

electronic analysis will be discussed in another paper, 

Therefore, marking the check points “P.A”, “P.B”, “P.C”, 

“P.D”, “P.E” on each layer surface from the top to the 

bottom(Figure.2), and it is possible to illustrate the 

dependency of each layer deformations with impact timeline 

in Figure.5(a) below. 

From Figure.5(a), it is obvious that after the hail impact on 

the glass layer, the low stiffness encapsulant (orange line-P.B 

and P.D) with high Poisson ratio, which beneath the glass 

and silicon layer respectively, absorbed most energy, the 

deformations start at “A” point, performed larger than other 

layers at “B” point, silicon layer (green line) as the sequent 

solid layer behaved smaller deformation than encapsulant 

after “A” point, as the impact energy was dissipated by the 

upper encapsulant, however, due to its stronger stiffness, the 

react of larger deflection rebounded swiftly after “B” point, 

which means hail projectile completed the full impact, and 

continued climbing up to the maximum value near “D” point, 

which is the last observation moment as well. In the 

meantime, compared with other lines in the same period, 

glass displacement (blueline-P.A) performed a bit weaker 

than silicon, it is highly possible that glass was already in 

failure and discreet state as the energy dissipated after the 

full impact and the mesh node could be vanished after their 

failures. The back sheet (Blue dash line) as the last fence of 

panel, reacted in moderate deformation at the last phase till 

all energy dissipated. 

3.2.3 Model Quantity Analysis 

Hourglass energy and internal energy are also the 

critical parameters to evaluate the models’ quantities, from 

the principle of explicit solution algorithm, for non-

tetrahedron mesh mode, the max ratio of hourglass and 

internal energy should no more 10%, or model will show 

over stiff behaviour than the real performance[19], for 

tetrahedron meshed model, including the 2nd order 

tetrahedron, the hourglass energy should equal to zero, 

hereby, extracting the related results and establish the charts 

in Figure5(b). 

From Figure.5(b), hourglass energy always keeps in 

zero when the core area glass adopts tetrahedron mesh 

method (Refer Figure.4 series) and the results fit the explicit 

algorithm regulations and assumptions. 

 

Fig. 5(b). Internal energy vs Hourglass energy 

 

Fig. 5(a). Deformation of each layer on PV panel 

 

Fig. 4(e). Hail impact and failure forms 
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Overall, most of the deformations from each layer performed 

similar behaviours like the real scenario, the constitutive 

models can meet the requirements of numerical simulations. 

3.2.4 Other Mechanic Indexes Analysis 

To illustrate the PV panel surface mechanic behaviours 

from multiple dimensions, it is necessary to extract other 

mechanic indexes including the equivalent stress, glass core 

area deformations, and glass total deformations. Intergrading 

the simulation results from stochastic variances parameters 

(SV=0.1~0.9) participation, it is easily to draw the series 

charts below: 

From Figure.6(a), the maximum shear stress (29.4Mpa) 

located in contact core area, appeared at the impact speed 

around 70~90 m/s with the stochastic parameter SV=0.1 

correspondingly. it is noticeable that impact with max speed 

may not obtain the max shear stress, as this value have high 

dependency with average shear stress and interlaminar shear 

modulus of composite panel [10].  

From Figureure.6(b)above, the deformations fluctuated 

fiercely when impact speed over 70m/s, the max 

deformations (0.267m) appeared at the impact speed equal to 

100m/s with the stochastic parameter SV=0.5, the max 

impact speed from hail projectiles, brought tremendous 

energy which can be measured from kinetic energy, broke 

through the glass into pieces randomly, and led the splash 

scenes, especially when SV=0.5, the displacement from 

splash reached the max. This simulation scenario can play a 

reference role for practical predictions. 

Unlike the core area deformations, from the illustration 

of Figure.6(c)below, the whole glass deformations appeared 

more regular than the core area, no matter what kind of SV 

values involved, the whole panel displacement increased 

slightly before the impact speed over 70m/s, most of them 

located in the range of  (0~ 0.001)m , before this impact 

speed, it is obvious that glass panel in the intact state all the 

time, which also can be considered as in the quasi-static 

state. When speed over 70m/s, the kinetic energy started to 

break the balance, pushed glass into fierce reactions until the 

glass been destructed with slices and fragments splashing, 

the corresponding energy threshold value fit the simulation 

and theorical results where can refer in Figureure.3. 

4. Conclusion 

The main goal of the current study is to investigate the 

numerical simulations of hail impact on PV panel with the 

help of finite element analysis. Unlike previous paper, author 

chose the constitutive models with improved constitutive 

models (EPF) and (Epoxy + SV) on hails and glass, they are 

more approached to the industry applications with real 

working scenarios, albeit no discussions on the electronic 

performances from electricity generate units (crystalline 

silicon). From the simulation results, it is easily to make 

series conclusions as below: 

(1) Both “EPF” Model and “Epoxy glass” model have ability 

to simulate the Hail and glass material mechanic well, under 

the condition of impact, the failure morphonology and trends 

 

Fig.6(a). Distributions of Max shear stress in core area   

 

Fig.6(b). Max deformations in core area  

 

Fig.6(c). Deformations of whole glass panel 
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fit the previous observations, they can be considered as 

improved models for further research. 

(2) The “SPH” method can afford the solution role for 

hailstones mesh and impact properly, the depicts of hail 

projectiles failure and splashed morphonology fit the actual 

impact scenario. 

(3) When impact speed velocity located in the range of 

[70m/s, 100m/s], the deformations of glass impact core area 

with stochastic variances (SV) participation, showed 

irregular performances, especially when SV valued from 

0.2~0.5, the larger distortions from deformations and 

equivalent stresses conducted the consequent glass 

behaviours. 

(4) The stochastic variances (SV) have no strong dependency 

on the whole glass deformations, any SV candidate values 

could result similar deformations and trends. 

(5) Due to the mesh methods on impact object which 

followed the explicit algorithm, fractional simulation results 

from meshed nodes cannot be read clearly or performed 

unreasonable distortion, but the main trends followed the real 

scenario, thus, the more precise results wanted, the higher 

mesh quantity should be deployed. 

(6) The simulation results from Figure.6 series can provide a 

few samples for the glass impact failure prediction. 
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